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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the methods and measures of online entrepreneurship education of the Lithuanian population under pandemic conditions. The methodological framework used in the investigation is based on theoretical descriptive, comparative, and analytical methods. Application of a quantitative method is based on an online survey designed specifically for the purposes of the study. The paper analyzes scientific literature of entrepreneurship and related topics, then it discusses the possibilities of online entrepreneurship education under pandemic conditions, the study also determines the expression of respondents' entrepreneurial qualities and abilities. The quantitative study is the main novelty of the research and it is intended in order to produce recommendations for improving the entrepreneurship education of the Lithuanian population under the conditions of a pandemic. The conclusions and recommendations of the research are focused on practical value. Those practical implications could be useful for higher education institutions in order to improve the entrepreneurship education of the Lithuanian population under the conditions of a pandemic by defining teaching methods that promote entrepreneurship in higher education and measures that help develop entrepreneurship.
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1. Introduction

Currently, various countries in the world are counting losses in connection with the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic. The situation encourages entrepreneurs not to stand still but to start online businesses. The intensive development of youth entrepreneurship, especially its innovativeness, is the key determinant of the modernization
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of the country's economy. New and improved offers, entrepreneurs’ products, or technologies allow entrepreneurs to develop new markets and create new wealth. This leads to improving the quality of life as well as creating greater moral and economic freedom; therefore, governments’ interest in entrepreneurial development is entirely justifiable. However, global practice shows that there are significant differences between different countries, which include not only the characteristics of the regional mentality, but also numerous other factors that can promote and hinder development of entrepreneurship.

By assessing the importance of entrepreneurship, this article reveals the possibilities of online entrepreneurship education under the conditions of a pandemic and explores the ways of developing the entrepreneurial abilities and skills of the Lithuanian population.

Scientific issue. Pandemic circumstances encourage entrepreneurs not to stand still but to start online businesses; therefore, there is a need to determine online entrepreneurship education, which would assists entrepreneurs in moving their businesses online. Thus, the current situation causes a problem because the concept of the entrepreneurship education under pandemic conditions is not established in scientific literature as well as in practice, which makes it difficult to determine the opportunities and importance of the entrepreneurship education.

The aim of the research is to investigate the methods and measures of online entrepreneurship education of the Lithuanian population under pandemic conditions.

Objectives of the study:
1. To substantiate theoretically the possibilities of online entrepreneurship education under pandemic conditions by analyzing scientific literature related to entrepreneurial education.
2. To determine the expression of respondents’ entrepreneurial qualities and abilities.
3. To create recommendations based on the result of the research in order to improve the entrepreneurship education of the Lithuanian population under the conditions of a pandemic.

Methodology. The paper relies on scientific literature analysis and the quantitative research. Application of a quantitative method is based on an online survey designed specifically for the purposes of the study. The study encompasses theoretical literature analysis as well as systematic and comparative analysis of data obtained with quantitative research.

2. Theoretical background of the entrepreneurship education

Entrepreneurship is the ability to create new products, services, and ideas, realize them and make a profit. Both foreign and Lithuanian researchers study the topic of entrepreneurship. Turner (2004) relates entrepreneurship to business skills, whereas Wicham (2006) and Skulskis (2012) connect it with personal skills. Stripeikis (2008) links entrepreneurship to organizational skills, Čiburiénė, Guščinskiénė (2009) emphasize its connection to both personal and business skills, and Žibeniénė (2014) pinpoints that educational and personal skills are closely related to entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurs are considered as one of the growth factors for countries due to the latest industrial, organizational, and technical developments from the global environment countries (Gaddam, 2008). Eroğlu, Piçak (2011) argue that entrepreneurs in different countries usually have some universal features as well as specific ones that are based on their own culture. Schmitt, Husson (2017) define an entrepreneur as a person capable of managing a large database of information and making decisions. De Sordi et al. (2020) present a longitudinal study, where entrepreneurs are characterized by development methods that involve little
commercial and technological uncertainty, followed by some more complex and unclear initiatives but always safer innovation.

Chowdhury et al. (2019) suggest that entrepreneurship actively contributes to economic growth. As Bruton et al. (2018) argue the growing recognition of entrepreneurship around the world has drawn attention to its cultural ideological foundations. In order to create a business in another country, it is necessary to know in which cultural environment that business will be developed and to know the culture of the other country. Regional cultural differences should be taken into account when analysing entrepreneurial failure (Kuckertz et al, 2020). The discussion emphasizes that entrepreneurship is a multifaceted phenomenon that varies depending on the context, the level of innovation, and its impact on society. Al Issa (2020) states that entrepreneurship needs to be resilient enough to face many challenges. In their articles Kowo et al. (2019) and Al-Hawary, Al-Syasneh (2020) mention that strategic entrepreneurship is the key indicator of economic, technological, and social development.

Shyra et al. (2020) define the need to create secure conditions for the development of entrepreneurship in general. The current global situation, with the prevalence of the coronavirus COVID-19, provides an opportunity to develop and build businesses online and adapt their Key Performace Indicators (KPIs) (Girdzijauskaite et al., 2019).

According to Lascaux, Kolesnikova (2020), entrepreneurial companies need to build trust in their business projects, especially among customers and employees. Bouncken et al. (2020) argue that areas for cooperation are important in the development of entrepreneurship. Küttim et al. (2011) mention that entrepreneurship acquire acceleration of support innovation, creativity and economic growth.

Mahrous et al. (2020) present the characteristics of the organisation's internal environment that support the development of emerging and growing entrepreneurship: collaborative excellence, a deep focus on planning and institutional support. Muñoz-Castro (2019) suggests that while government institutions are of significant importance to multinational entrepreneurs, human capital and motivation are crucial. Raposo et al. (2020) argue that those countries that implement higher level national entrepreneurship systems perform better in terms of their sustainability.

The entrepreneurship education has been the key factor in establishing a necessary link between entrepreneurship and education (Galloway, Kelly, 2009). It is generally defined as a never-ending practice of skill acquisition and idea generation which helps identify and develop business opportunities that are often overlooked because of other appropriate insights and self-esteem. Jones and English (2004) describe entrepreneurship in education as the ability to recognize commercial opportunities and insight, self-esteem, knowledge, and skills to act on them. Gautam, Singh (2015) claim that the entrepreneurship education is the exploration of the source of opportunities and the process of discovery in which a person strives for creativity, takes risks, and turns ideas into action. According to Ayed (2020), entrepreneurial education and innovativeness can evoke entrepreneurial intention. Miranda et al. (2020) analyze the entrepreneurship education in the context of multidisciplinary collaboration: sociology, psychology, philosophy, business, and engineering education. Johann et al. (2020) argue that design thinking is a relatively new methodology in the context of the entrepreneurship education but nonetheless a very important tool for developing entrepreneurial skills when incorporated into the education system.

According to Karimi et al. (2012), the entrepreneurship education is important because it increases economic efficiency, brings innovation to the market, creates new jobs, and raises employment rates. Popularity of entrepreneurship courses has grown significantly among both graduates and undergraduate students. But
Griffiths et al. (2012) argue that more experimentation and government support for research is needed to improve the teaching of innovative entrepreneurship, as there is little evidence of what works and what does not. Kim et al. (2020) define the special attention to social entrepreneurship education programs, which cultivate social entrepreneurs’ abilities to enhance connectivity with all relevant entities of the social enterprise ecosystem.

Chien-Chi et al. (2020) analyze entrepreneurship education from social entrepreneurship dimension and suggest that social–emotional competence and self-efficacy have a positive effect on entrepreneurial intention. A research based on survey responses from a sample of 740 students of economics, communications, and education, carried out by Rodriguez-Gutierrez et al. (2020), suggests that personal attitudes and perceived behavioural control are positively related to students’ entrepreneurial intention. Peña-Ayala, Villegas-Berumen (2020) indicate well-being of the city wherein the institution is located, students’ inner concerns related to entrepreneurship, and formal entrepreneurial education taught by the institution as important factors in entrepreneurial affairs. Otache et al. (2020) analyze self-employment intentions as well as paid-employment intentions and define a particularly positive link between both intentions.

Mani (2015) states that the need for entrepreneurship education has been well established in recent research. However, there is a debate about how education should be provided, what should be the students’ attitudes towards the entrepreneurship education. There is an ongoing debate on the role of universities and the contribution of business schools to entrepreneurship education (Kirby, 2004). Peric et al. (2020) highlights that not just universities but vocational education should also focus on entrepreneurship background. In the case of COVID-19, higher education institutions have opportunities to contribute to the change by organizing entrepreneurial events. In their research Bacq et al. (2020) state the value of the time-compressed virtual idea blitz in accelerating social entrepreneurial action. Experiential education bridges the gap between theory and practice (Androniceanu, Tvironavičienė, 2019; Liguori et al., 2020; Androniceanu, 2020; Androniceanu et al. 2020). Artificial intelligence can be an important factor in entrepreneurship education, and the need of interdisciplinary cooperation between computer science, statistics, education, cognition, and robotics can be seen (Yu, 2020).

It should be stated that there is no single definition of entrepreneurship and the entrepreneurs’ education. There are, however, several common characteristics amongst different entrepreneurship concepts presented in this literature review: personal initiative, ability to mobilise resources, management skills, desire for autonomy, and risk-taking.

Despite the analysis of previous research, the characteristics of the worrying factors of building a business during a pandemic, teaching methods that promote entrepreneurship in higher education, and the measures that help to develop entrepreneurship in higher education are not sufficiently detalized. This study aim is to investigate the methods and measures of online entrepreneurship education of the Lithuanian population under the conditions of a pandemic. Research questions are formulated based on the aim of the study: how to estimate which teaching methods and measures help to develop entrepreneurship in higher education under the conditions of a pandemic?

3. Online entrepreneurship education during a pandemic research objective and methodology.

The research employed a quantitative method in a form of an online survey. Questions were based on theoretical analysis and the aim of the research. The questions sought to distinguish how respondents can define entrepreneurship (entrepreneurship definition is analysed in the studies of Turner (2004); Wicham (2006); Skulskis (2012); Stripeikis (2008); Čiburienė, Guščinskienė (2009); Žibēnienė (2014)), which factors are
important in making the decision to start a business (question is based on the studies by Shyra et al. (2020); Muñoz-Castro (2019); Gutierrez et al. (2020); Peña-Ayala, Villegas-Berumen (2020); Otache et al. (2020)), which are the worrying factors of building a business during a pandemic (Kuckertz et al. 2020; Al Issa (2020)), which teaching methods promote entrepreneurship in higher education (Johann et al. (2020); Kim et al. (2020); Bacq et al. (2020); Yu, 2020), which measures can help develop entrepreneurship in higher education (Muñoz-Castro (2019); Gautam, Singh (2015); Ayed (2020)). The binary scales method consisting of binary items that assume one of the two possible values was used.

Quantitative research in respondents’ entrepreneurship education was conducted on the basis of quantitative research methods. In this research questionnaire was used as the main data collection tool. This research is practical in nature, and the goal was to conduct an extensive analysis; thus, due to its approach, the research was descriptive and exploratory. Participation in this research was voluntary. Survey had been conducted in September–November, 2020.

Sampling Method. The questionnaire was distributed to Lithuanian residents, and the respondents were selected using probability sampling. Required sample was calculated by using http://www.surveysystem.com/sscalc.htm website. The calculation of the sample indicated that the confidence level is 95 per cent, 5 per cent confidence interval, population: 2,669 million (the number of people in Lithuania on 2020 years). The estimated sample was 384. The survey involved 437 respondents. The calculations demonstrated that 437 respondents are a sufficient sample for conducting a reliable research. The samples selected for this study are the male and female genders. The survey involved 437 respondents, of whom 14% were men and 86% were women. As the Table 2 indicates, having analysed the demographic characteristics of participants in this survey, most of them were in the age group of over 35 years old (67%), 23% of the respondents were in the age range of 19–25. The analysis of the activity of the respondents shows that 66% of the respondents are working, 19% of the respondents are working and studying, and 15% just studying. The vast majority (75%) of the respondents work in the public sector.

Table 2. The demographic characteristics of the sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>437</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19–25</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26–30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31–34</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35 and more</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>437</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working student</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>437</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 hypotheses were introduced:

1. Respondents’ worrying factors of building a business during a pandemic depend on whether the respondent is planning to start business during pandemic.
2. Respondents’ evaluation of measures that help develop entrepreneurship in higher education depends on their status (studying, working, or both).

The Spearman's correlation coefficient was calculated using SPSS software in order to determine the interdependence between the two variables to identify and test hypotheses.

4. Online entrepreneurship education in a pandemic environment research result analysis.

The respondents were asked, what is entrepreneurship (see Table 3). The respondents had the opportunity to choose from several answer options. 22.3% of the respondents said it is the ability to create and manage, 14.8% stated that entrepreneurship is the ability to innovate, 16.3% stated that entrepreneurship is the ability to create added value, 14% of the respondents said it was the ability to realize themselves, 15.6% stated that it is a person's way of thinking as well as personal social, managerial, and personal competencies, 16.7% of the respondents described entrepreneurship as the ability to make money.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer options</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ability to create and manage a business</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>22.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to innovate</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to create added value</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to realize yourself</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual way of thinking and personal social, managerial and personal competencies</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability to make money</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (please specify)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the next question the respondents were asked, what habits they developed during the pandemic. 23.3% of the respondents said that they started to take more care of their hygiene, 23.1% said they started buying goods online, 19% of the respondents started working remotely, 14.4% of the respondents started spending more time with their families (see Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer options</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced care for hygiene</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More time to spend with family</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buy online</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opt for virtual communication, book reading and online media use</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>11.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on a healthier diet and your personal development</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choose distance job</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook according to new recipes</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not answer the question</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The respondents were asked, what factors are important in making the decision to start a business. The results of the survey (see Figure 1) show that 57.8% of the respondents fully agree that an attractive business idea is very important, 47.4% of the respondents fully agree that obtaining necessary financial resources is of most importance, 18.9% fully agree that a desire to address a social or environmental issue is the most important factor in making the decision to start a business. 47% of the respondents agree with the statement that relationships with the right business partner are important in making a decision to start a business, 44% agree that obtaining the necessary financial resources and best practices are important.

![Figure 1. Factors that are important in making the decision to start a business](source: authors)

The survey sought to find out what would be the worrying factors of building a business in a pandemic. 47.2% of the respondents fully agree that being unaware of the income is the most prominent worrying factor. 42.4% of the respondents fully agree that worrying factors are associated with the risk of losing property, 42.2% fully agree that it would be the risk of losing money and/or time due to business failure and 37.2% of the respondents fully agree that it would be connected with the absence of a permanent job (see Figure 2).
After the analysis of the worrying factors of building a business during a pandemic, the first hypothesis can be checked. Respondents’ worrying factors of building a business during a pandemic depend on whether the respondent is planning to start a business during a pandemic. This hypothesis was selected because in the survey respondents were also asked if they were thinking of setting up a business on the Internet under pandemic conditions. As the results of the survey show, as many as 89% of the respondents do not intend to start a business during a pandemic, 10.8% intend to do so.

In order to test the hypothesis, Spearman R - Spearman ordinal correlation coefficient was calculated. In this case it was 0.403236—a weak positive correlation close to the average. The H0 and Ha were formulated. H0—the correlation coefficient is equal to zero, or the relationship between the variables is not available, the Ha—the correlation coefficient is not zero, then the relationship between the variables exists. The significance level $\alpha = 0.05$ (five per cent error) had been selected. In this case P-level—observational significance level ($p$-level = 0.00000 $< \alpha = 0.05$) refers to prove alternative hypothesis Ha and Spearman correlation coefficient is significantly different from zero. Respondents’ worrying factors of building a business during a pandemic depend on whether the respondent is planning to start business under the pandemic conditions.

The study aimed to explore what methods would promote entrepreneurship in higher education. 69.6% of the respondents fully agree or agree that it would be a presentation of content, 56.9% of respondents fully agree or agree what it would be a lecture, 69.2% of the respondents fully agree or agree that it would be a seminar, 78.2% of the respondents fully agree or agree that it would be a task solving. 86.9% of the respondents strongly agree or agree that this would be a case study. The results of the study show that many teaching methods are important and promote entrepreneurship. All separate evaluations can be seen in Figure 3.
Another aim of the study was to find out what are the measures that help to develop entrepreneurship in higher education. 94.2% of the respondents fully agree or agree that it would be internship in business enterprises. 89.4% of the respondents fully agree or agree that participation in project activities would be an effective tool, 90.4%. fully agree or agree that it would be communication with experienced entrepreneurs, 83.9% think that seminars with practical tasks would be a helpful. 83.2% of the respondents fully agree or agree that opportunity to adopt good practice would be a good way to develop entrepreneurship in higher education. All separate evaluations can be seen in Figure 4.
After analyzing the data it was important to approve or to deny the second hypothesis. Respondents’ evaluation of measures that help develop entrepreneurship in higher education depends on their status (studying, working or both). In order to test the hypothesis, Spearman R - Spearman ordinal correlation coefficient was calculated. In this case it was 0,602372—medium positive correlation. The H0 and Ha were formulated. H0—the correlation coefficient is equal to zero, or the relationship between the variables is not available, the Ha—the correlation coefficient is not zero, then the relationship between the variables exists. The significance level α = 0,05 (five percent error) has been selected. In this case P-level—observational significance level (p-level = 0,00000 <α = 0,05) refers to prove alternative hypothesis Ha and Spearman correlation coefficient is significantly different from zero. It can be concluded, that respondents’ evaluation of measures that help develop entrepreneurship in higher education depends on their status (studying, working or both).

Conclusions

1. After analyzing the scientific literature of online entrepreneurship education under the conditions of a pandemic it can be stated that there is no single definition of entrepreneurship and of the entrepreneurship education. Personal initiative, the ability to mobilize resources, management skills, the desire for autonomy, and risk-taking are the aspects connected to the concept of entrepreneurship. The entrepreneurship education helps to identify and to develop business opportunities that are often overlooked, to recognize commercial opportunities and insights, to explore the source of opportunities and the process of discovery, to increase economic efficiency, to bring innovation to the market, to create new jobs, and to raise employment rates.
2. Expression of entrepreneurial qualities and abilities can be defined by factors that are important in making a decision to start a business. An attractive business idea, obtaining necessary financial resources, the desire to solve a social or environmental issue, relationships with the right business partner can be stated as quality measures in making a decision to start a business. Also, entrepreneurial abilities can be connected with approved hypothesis that respondents’ worrying factors of building a business during a pandemic depends on whether the respondent is planning to start business under a pandemic. The uncertainty about the income, the risk of losing property, money and/or time costs due to business failure, and the absence of permanent job can suppress entrepreneurship abilities.

3. After application of a quantitative study, which was based on an online survey, recommendations in order to improve the entrepreneurship education of the Lithuanian population under the conditions of a pandemic can be prepared by defining teaching methods and measures that promote entrepreneurship in higher education and help develop entrepreneurship in higher education institutions. Case study, task solving, and presentation of content can be defined as the most recommended teaching methods. In order to encourage entrepreneurship, internship in business enterprises, participation in project activities, communication with experienced entrepreneurs are highly recommended to higher education institutions.

**Novelty and research limitations.** Novelty of the research is based on identifying practical implications which reflect on attributes and factors of teaching methods that promote entrepreneurship in higher education. Also, the entrepreneurship education of the Lithuanian population is analyzed in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic which creates totally new conditions. Research limitations—the study examined the entrepreneurship education under pandemic conditions only in general terms, and the findings cannot necessarily be applicable to a particular higher education institution. Also, it includes just the population of Lithuania, the scope of further research could include more countries.
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